Evolution of Arabidopsis microRNA families through duplication events
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Recently there has been a great interest in the identification of microRNAs and their targets as well as understanding the spatial and temporal regulation of microRNA genes. To understand how microRNA genes evolve, we looked at several rapidly evolving families in Arabidopsis thaliana, and found that they arose from a process of genome-wide duplication, tandem duplication, and segmental duplication followed by dispersal and diversification, similar to the processes that drive the evolution of protein gene families. Using multiple expression data sets to examine the transcription patterns of different members of the microRNA families, we find the sequence diversification of duplicated microRNA genes to be accompanied by a change in spatial and temporal expression patterns, suggesting that duplicated copies acquire new functionality as they evolve.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]

It has been suggested that microRNAs, or miRNAs, play a central role in regulating basic developmental processes, such as meristem cell identity, organ polarity, and timing of developmental events, by interfering with the expression of targeted messenger RNAs (mRNAs) (Emery et al. 2003; Palatnik et al. 2003; Bartel 2004). Understanding the role of miRNAs could help answer fundamental biological questions while also enhancing the ability to precisely engineer plants for improved crop yields, increased resistance to disease, and adaptation to environmental extremes.

miRNAs are a class of small single-stranded non-coding RNAs that range in length from roughly 20 to 24 nucleotides (nt) (Bartel and Bartel 2003; Bartel 2004). The biogenesis of miRNAs differs between plants and animals. Within plants, it is believed that polymerase II transcribes miRNAs into a primary miRNA transcript (pri-miRNA). In the nucleus, a ribonuclease III-like nuclease, DICER-LIKE 1 (DCL1) (Papp et al. 2003), then processes the pri-miRNA, potentially with the assistance of one or more unknown enzymes. This process yields the precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA) and ultimately the mature miRNA:mRNA* duplex (Bartel 2004). The mature miRNA duplex is exported to the cytoplasm, where it is unwound and incorporated into the RISC complex (Bartel 2004). The miRNA then guides the complex to its specific protein-coding target mRNA, partially or completely silencing the transcript by either degrading it or by inhibiting its translation into a protein (Llave et al. 2002).

Plant miRNAs can be grouped into distinct families of one or more precursors. Each precursor within the family produces similar, if not identical, mature miRNA products. Within a family, the greatest sequence conservation occurs in the stem that becomes the mature miRNA product, followed by the stem that opposes the mature miRNA in the precursor. Within both plants and animals, the unpaired loop regions are the most variable parts of the precursor despite the characteristically smaller loop lengths found in animal hairpins (Lai et al. 2003; Maher et al. 2004). High levels of sequence similarity among loop regions of Arabidopsis precursors appear only in tandemly duplicated precursors (Maher et al. 2004). In most cases, there is no obvious sequence similarity among the loop regions of members of the same miRNA family.

Direct evidence pertaining to the mechanism of miRNA transcription has only recently been published (Lee et al. 2004; Xie et al. 2005). Currently, the majority of plant miRNAs reside within intergenic regions or in the opposite strand of annotated genes. miRNAs, like mRNAs, are transcribed by polymerase II. We therefore expect miRNA sequences to be found in collections of Pol II-transcribed RNAs, such as Massively Parallel Signature Sequencing (MPSS) collections.

In Arabidopsis, protein-coding gene families arise by a process of gene duplication and diversification (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000; Prince and Pickett 2002; Cannon et al. 2004). The processes driving gene duplication are whole-genome duplication (polyploidization), duplications of subchromosomal-length regions known as segmental duplications, and local duplications that involve one or two genes known as tandem duplications (Bowers et al. 2003; Lawton-Rauh 2003; Blanc and Wolfe 2004b). Gene- and chromosomal-level rearrangements increase the difficulty of numbering and dating polyploidy events (Lawton-Rauh 2003; Blanc and Wolfe 2004a; Adams and Wendel 2005).

The goal of this study was to ask whether this model of protein-coding gene family evolution applies to the miRNA gene families as well, and, if so, whether there exists an association between the evolution of miRNA genes and changes in expression patterns that might indicate diversification of function.

Results

The haploid genome of Arabidopsis consists of five chromosomes containing many internally duplicated regions. To begin this work, we obtained all 92 Arabidopsis miRNA precursor gene sequences and coordinates from the miRNA Registry (http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/) (Ambros et al. 2003; Griffiths-Jones...
The miRNA genes were grouped into 26 families based on the similarity of the mature miRNA product (Ambros et al. 2003). Of the 26 families, 22 (84.6%) contain more than one miRNA gene and six families (25%) contain five or more miRNA genes (Supplemental Table 1). Given the large number of miRNA families with multiple members, it is reasonable to hypothesize that they have undergone a history of expansion events similar to those that underlie the amplification and diversification of families of protein-coding genes. Therefore, we expect to see different members from the same miRNA family residing within duplicated regions of the genome.

Tandem duplications

We first identified apparent tandem duplications among the miRNA gene families. We did so by looking for contiguous miRNAs in the same intergenic region, or in neighboring intergenic regions, and found 23 genes from six gene families that met these criteria. The longest run of miRNA genes arising from an apparent tandem duplication was six, while the remainder occurred in arrays of two or three miRNA genes. Of the 23 tandemly duplicated miRNAs, if each miRNA is paired with the nearest downstream tandemly duplicated miRNA, two-thirds are on the same strand and the average distance between tandemly duplicated miRNAs is 1987 nt (data not shown).

Large duplication events

We next wished to test the hypothesis that large-scale duplication events play a role in the evolution of miRNA gene families. We reasoned that, if this were the case, then the protein-coding genes flanking members of the same miRNA family would be more similar to each other than protein-coding genes flanking randomly selected genes, because the protein-coding genes would also be involved in the duplications. The alternative hypothesis is that miRNAs are not evolving through duplication events, but rather via random translocations and insertional events. To identify large duplication events, we chose to align protein-coding genes rather than non-coding nucleotide sequence because of the low level of nucleotide sequence conservation among non-coding regions in Arabidopsis duplicated regions (Vision et al. 2000). We therefore consider miRNAs to originate from a duplication event if they reside within a region of conserved protein-coding genes. Two chromosomal regions, containing one or more miRNAs, were classified as residing within such a duplicated block if one or more of the 10 upstream or 10 downstream protein-coding genes flanking the miRNA were found to have a best non-self match to a protein-coding gene flanking another miRNA according to BLASTP (E-value < 0.001). Only the best match was used for this analysis so that tandemly duplicated genes did not enrich the number of conserved genes flanking a miRNA. In addition, using the best match selects for paralogs that are more likely to be recently duplicated from one another over less conserved genes from the same family. As a control, we generated a simulated data set in which we selected random genomic locations and aligned their flanking protein-coding genes.

Our approach excluded miRNA families containing a single gene and therefore leaves us with 88 miRNA precursors from 22 distinct miRNA families. Since we are aligning the flanking protein-coding genes for a miRNA, tandemly duplicated miRNAs were counted only once. Therefore, our 88 miRNA precursors were located within 73 chromosomal regions.

To characterize the pattern of miRNA duplication, we compared the rates of duplicated blocks surrounding miRNAs within the same family (intrafamily), between families (interfamily), and randomly selected locations (Fig. 1). In our analysis we found that there are 26 duplicated chromosomal regions containing miRNAs from the same family that have conservation between their flanking protein-coding genes out of the 116 total possible miRNA pairs (22.4%) as opposed to 1.3% of interfamily miRNA pairs and 1.94% of randomly selected genomic locations. Together, these data suggest that large-scale duplication plays a major role in miRNA evolution and are inconsistent with the random insertion hypothesis. Our procedure may misclassify duplicated blocks at a rate of ~2%.

While the randomized set represents the upper bound of our false-positive rate, we also observed that the randomized and interfamily duplicated blocks tend to have fewer conserved protein-coding regions than the intrafamily duplicated blocks. In fact, interfamily duplicated blocks all occur with three or fewer conserved flanking genes, with the exception of the mir169a-mir158b pair, which has 12 conserved flanking genes. Therefore, we believe our classification system is more likely to fail when applied to duplicated blocks having three or fewer conserved flanking protein-coding genes. Almost half of the putative intrafamily duplicated blocks that we have identified have at least three conserved flanking genes. We therefore defined all predicted duplicated blocks as our “loose” set and the duplicated blocks containing four or more conserved flanking protein-coding genes as our “strict” set.

While our previous methodology analyzed 10 upstream and downstream protein-coding genes in order to identify duplicated blocks, these duplicated regions can span much larger regions, which we will refer to as extended duplicated blocks. To enable a more detailed analysis of miRNA families, we wanted to provide a broad overview of each duplicated region and therefore extracted 200 protein-coding genes flanking each miRNA. We then plotted these protein-coding genes surrounding the miRNAs to highlight our previously identified duplicated blocks, but in addition show the varying degrees of chromosomal rearrangements, if any, within the extended duplicated block. This enables us to establish relationships between miRNAs that are more closely related to one another within a particular family. In addition, we incorporate expression data to further support the diversification of miRNAs.

Table 1 summarizes the number of segmental and tandem duplications for each miRNA family according to our definitions. It would appear that 18 of the 22 families (81.8%) arise from either a segmental or tandem duplication, or a combination of the two processes. Of these 18 families, six were involved in tandem duplications, and 17 were involved in segmental duplications. In total, 23 (26.1%) miRNAs are involved in tandem duplications, while 51 miRNAs (57.9%) are involved in large-scale duplication events. A more conservative estimate of segmental duplications, which would discard all miRNAs that have three or fewer conserved flanking protein-coding genes, predicts that 32 miRNAs (36.3%) would be involved in duplicated blocks. This suggests that miRNA genes are evolving by segmental duplications and tandem duplications, just as protein-coding genes have evolved.

Dating duplication events

Under the assumption that synonymous silent substitutions per site (Ks) occur with a constant rate over time, we can use the
conserved flanking protein-coding genes to estimate the dates of the large-scale duplication events. For this analysis, we used duplicated blocks in our strict set only. Each pair of proteins in the duplicated block was aligned at the amino acid level, and then codons from gapless aligned regions were used to calculate \( K_s \) values using codeml (Yang 1997). We discarded any \( K_s \) values >2.0 because of the risk of saturation (Blanc and Wolfe 2004b). The approximate date of the duplication event was then calculated using the mean \( K_s \) and an estimated rate of silent-site substitutions of 1.5 \( \times 10^{-8} \) substitutions/synonymous site/year (Koch et al. 2000; Blanc and Wolfe 2004b). Table 2 shows the mean \( K_s \) values for each duplication event and the estimated date. We conclude that the large-scale duplication events involving miRNAs have all occurred within the last 28–39 million years (Myr). Given that traces of duplication events erode with time, we believe our approach may be limited to duplication events that have occurred within the last 39 Myr. Thus, miRNAs lacking conserved flanking protein-coding genes, which nevertheless maintain sequence conservation across both stems of their precursor, may have evolved prior to the events we have detected.

**Relationship of miRNAs and their targets**

For multigene miRNA families that target multiple miRNAs, with similar or identical target sites, we were interested to see whether there was a correlation in the physical locations of known miRNAs and their targets. If so, miRNAs in close proximity to their respective target miRNAs could be indicative of a regulatory relationship. Previous studies have identified potential miRNA targets based on a predetermined set of rules for base-pairing between a miRNA and its target mRNA (Rhoades et al. 2002; Jones-Rhoades and Bartel 2004; Schwab et al. 2005). Using these predicted targets, we observed that precursors from within the same and different families are scattered physically throughout the genome and that there is no apparent correlation between miRNA genes and their protein-coding targets (Supplementary Fig. 1).

**Expansion of miRNA families in conjunction with expression data**

When protein-coding genes duplicate and diverge, they can lose function (become pseudogenes), maintain their current function (redundant function), acquire new functions (neofunctionalization), or take on more specialized functions (subfunctionalization). We next asked whether the same processes apply to the miRNA genes. To answer this question, we obtained spatial- and temporal-specific expression pattern data from Massively Parallel Signature Sequencing (MPSS) collections (Meyers et al. 2004a).
Table 1. Duplication events of miRNAs in multigene families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>miRNA family</th>
<th>Loci</th>
<th>Loci in tandem duplication(s)</th>
<th>Loci in large-scale duplication(s) loose definition</th>
<th>Loci in large-scale duplication(s) strict definition</th>
<th>Target mRNAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miR156</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Squamosa-promoter binding protein (SPB)-like proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR157</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Squamosa-promoter binding protein (SPB)-like proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR158</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>PPR repeat protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR159</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MYB proteins/TCP transcription factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR160</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Auxin response factors (ARF transcription factors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR162</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>DICER-LIKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR164</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>NAC domain proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR165</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>HD-Zip transcription factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR166</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>HD-Zip transcription factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR167</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Auxin response factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR168</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ARGONAUTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR169</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CCAAT-binding factor (CBF)-HAP2-like proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR171</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>GRAS domain proteins (SCARECROW-like)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR172</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>APETALA2-like transcription factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR173</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MVB and TCP transcription factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR393</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-box proteins and bHLH transcription factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR394</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-box proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR395</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ATP sulphurylases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR396</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Growth regulating factor (GRF) transcription factors, rhodanese-like proteins, and kinesin-like protein B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR397</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Laccases and β-6 tubulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR398</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Copper superoxide dismutases and cytochrome C oxidase subunit V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR399</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phosphatase transporter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table indicates the number of loci within a family found to be tandemly duplicated or within a duplicated block, along with the target mRNA. The number of segmental duplications is shown under both a loose and a strict definition. The loose definition shows all possible miRNAs that reside in duplicated blocks, while the strict definition shows the number of miRNAs in duplicated blocks with four or more conserved flanking genes.

MPSS is a large-scale expression resource capturing transcript expression levels within 17 different libraries. The MPSS signatures are derived from the 3’-end of the mRNA molecule (Meyers et al. 2004a). Therefore, mapping the signature relative to the miRNA should show a higher density of signatures downstream of the miRNA (Meyers et al. 2004b). It is a possibility that some of the miRNAs are alternatively spliced, given the close proximity of multiple signatures downstream of the miRNA, but for our purposes we were interested in the minimum distance of downstream signatures. Therefore, for each miRNA, we record only the first occurring significantly expressed signature downstream of the miRNA yet upstream of the adjacent protein-coding gene, as shown in Table 3. We observed a greater density of expressed class 4 (intergenic) signatures located slightly downstream of the known miRNAs within the first 400 nt (data not shown).

We analyzed the 92 miRNAs from 26 different families and merged the 19 tandemly duplicated miRNAs that reside within the same intergenic region since it is not known whether they are expressed as one large transcriptional unit or as two separate primary transcripts. Overall, 32 of the 92 miRNAs (34.8%) have an associated class 4 signature that is expressed at significant levels, as shown in Table 3, assuming the two tandemly duplicated miRNAs are polycistronic. The average expression level is 26 transcripts per million (TPM), with a range of 4–173. We then correlated the tissue distribution of the MPSS signatures associated with each known miRNA (Supplemental Table 2).

For those miRNAs that did not have an MPSS signature, it is possible that their expression patterns are specific to tissues not sampled by the MPSS libraries. This is consistent with a recent analysis of Arabidopsis miRNA gene expression, in which 47 out of 99 (47.4%) miRNAs failed to produce a detectable signal using 5′-RACE or 3′-RACE (Xie et al. 2005). Of the 52 miRNAs detected by RACE, 25 (48.1%) miRNAs have an associated MPSS signature (Table 3). Of 47 miRNAs not detected by RACE, nine (14.9%) miRNAs have an associated MPSS signature. Overall, the miRNAs for which we failed to find MPSS signatures were more likely to be undetectable by RACE.

In the following sections, we describe specific examples of how the miR156, miR159, and miR166 families seem to evolve and take on new functionality through duplication events.

Table 2. Estimation of the absolute date for large-scale duplication events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duplicated pair</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean $K_s$</th>
<th>SD $K_s$</th>
<th>Minimum $K_s$</th>
<th>Maximum $K_s$</th>
<th>Date (Myr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>156a/c</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>32.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159a/b</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>26.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160b/c</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>38.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162a/b</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>32.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165a/b</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>35.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166a/b</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>33.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166cd/g</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169def</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393a/b</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>37.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>394a/b</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>395abc/def</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>33.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>399a/def</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average: 33.25

For each duplicated region containing miRNAs, we indicate the number of protein-coding genes, $n$, used for the $K_s$ estimation. Only duplication events containing four or more conserved protein-coding genes were used to calculate the duplication event date. The events range from 28 to 39 million years ago (Mya), with the average date occurring around 33.5 Myr.
miR159 family evolution

The three precursors within the miR159 family target miRNAs coding for MYB proteins, which are known to bind to the promoter of the floral meristem identity gene LEAFY and have varying degrees of conservation in their surrounding regions (Reinhart et al. 2002; Rhodes et al. 2002; Achar et al. 2004). Using the extended duplicated blocks identified earlier, we find that miR159a and miR159b reside within an intrachromosomal duplication within chromosome 1 (Fig. 2A). While many of the conserved genes within the duplicated block appear to maintain their order between the two chromosomal segments, the inversion within the middle of the duplicated region indicates it has undergone an additional rearrangement event. However, the origin of miR159b is more mysterious. There are very few conserved genes surrounding miR159a and miR159c or miR159b and miR159c, indicating that either miR159c arose via a small duplication that did not involve flanking protein-coding genes, that the duplication is ancient and cannot be detected by our methods, or that miR159c arose via an unknown mechanism. Overall, we believe that miR159a and miR159b evolved from a duplication event within the last 30 Myr, while miR159c existed prior to this duplication event, as shown in Figure 3A.

The closest downstream MPSS tags for miR159a and miR159b show slight variations in their tissue expression profiles (Fig. 2D). Under identical conditions, each miRNA demonstrates expression within inflorescence, leaves, root, and silique. However, miR159a is expressed in germinating seed, and only miR159b is expressed in callus tissue. This example suggests that the duplicated copies exhibit both redundancy of function and diversification. These miRNAs have a wide range of tissue expression and are expressed at low levels; however, there remains the possibility that the MPSS technique failed to detect low levels of expression in callus and seed. Regardless, this does demonstrate the high level of redundant function between the two miRNAs.

miR166 family evolution

Class III HD-ZIP genes are predicted transcription factors that are involved in the adaxial identity of lateral organs and meristem development in Arabidopsis (Engstrom et al. 2004; Juarez et al. 2004). The putative binding site, as determined by sequence identity, overlaps with a gain-of-function mutation, suggesting that members of the miRNA166 family regulate these transcription factors (Reinhart et al. 2002; Rhodes et al. 2002). Figure 2B shows two duplicated blocks containing five of the seven miRNA genes within the miRNA166 family. The first example is of a duplicated block between miR166a and miR166b, located on chromosomes 2 and 3, respectively. The second example shows the duplicated region between the tandem duplication of miR166c and miR166d to the chromosomal region surrounding miR166g.
Within the highly conserved regions of this intrachromosomal duplication on chromosome 5, some duplicated blocks have undergone smaller inversions and rearrangements.

Differential gene loss after a genome-wide duplication could contribute to a number of miRNA genes that are not visible in the analysis (Paterson et al. 2004). For instance, miR166c and miR166d are tandemly duplicated, yet there is only one corresponding miRNA, miR166g, residing within the duplicated region. The first explanation is that the tandem duplication occurred before the larger duplication event and was followed by differential gene loss near miR166g. Alternatively, this could be due to a tandem duplication occurring after a genome-wide duplication event.

To help resolve the evolutionary history of the miR166 family, we looked for conservation in the non-coding flanking regions of the miRNAs. We aligned flanking regions using Dotmatcher from the EMBOSS analysis package (Rice et al. 2000). This demonstrated that there are conserved non-coding regions flanking miR166b and miR166e, but no regions of conservation between miR166a and miR166e outside of the conserved stems (Fig. 4A,B,C). The number of conserved regions flanking miR166b and miR166e is less than the number of regions with sequence similarity between miR166a and miR166b (Supplemental Fig. 2). This supports the model that the duplication event between miR166b and miR166e predates the duplication event between miR166a and miR166b.

The overall evolutionary model we propose for the miR166 family is shown in Figure 3B. miR166f lacks any relation, other than having a similar mature miRNA sequence, to all miR166 genes except for miR166a with which it has conservation in the opposing stem of the precursor; therefore, we place miR166f closest to miR166a. We believe miR166a and miR166b evolved from a recent large-scale duplication event. miR166b and miR166e have conserved non-coding flanking sequences, while miR166a and miR166e lack this conservation, indicating that miR166b and miR166e most likely evolved from a duplication prior to the large-scale duplication event between miR166a and miR166b. The best explanation is that miR166e is anciently related to...
miR166 family evolution

The miR156 family has been demonstrated to target proteins involved in plant development (Yamasaki et al. 2004). The closely related pairs are located many genes apart, whereas most pairs that we have characterized as tandem duplications occur within the same intergenic region.

Our overall evolutionary reconstruction (Fig. 3C) shows miR156g as an outlier since it has a low level of conservation in the flanking protein-coding genes with miR156c, but lacks any other relationship within this family indicating its ancient origins (Supplemental Fig. 2). miR156b and miR156d have conservation in their flanking non-coding sequence, indicating they have evolved from a duplication event. miR156b has conservation across both stems of the precursor with miR156f, whereas it only shares similarity in its mature miRNA product with the remainder of the miRNA genes in the family. This suggests an ancient relationship between miR156b and miR156f. We observed an apparent large-scale duplication involving miR156c and miR156f. The protein-coding genes conserved in this duplicated block span the region containing miR156d (Fig. 2C), yet there isn’t a known miRNA in the corresponding region of the duplicated block. We used Patscan to search the region for a miRNA sequence with up to five mismatches that could form a hairpin structure representing a potentially undetected member of the miR156 family but failed to find such a candidate. We therefore believe a gene loss occurred within this region after the duplication event. miR156d and miR156c were then duplicated from one another based on their conserved flanking protein-coding genes. The most recent duplication event occurred between miR156a and miR156c as determined by the high level of conserved flanking protein-coding genes. In addition, we think that an ancestor of miR156b originally resided within this duplicated block, but once again there were no remnants of a corresponding miRNA within the duplicated block, indicating that the duplication of miR156b was again followed by gene loss.

While we lack MPSS expression data for any two miRNAs that are directly involved within a large-scale duplicated region, we do have two miRNAs that are indirectly related according to our evolutionary reconstruction. miR156c was involved in a duplication event with miR156d prior to its recent duplication with miR156a. Interestingly, we do not have a MPSS signature for miR156c, but we do have a signature for miR156a and miR156d (Fig. 3D). We observed a broad expression profile (callus, inflorescence, leaves, and root) for the more divergent miR156d and a very specific expression profile (leaves) for miR156a. This suggests that miR156a is providing redundant functionality with miR156d, while miR156c may have lost some functionality following its duplication with miR156a.

miR395 family evolution

The miR395 family, predicted to target mRNAs coding for ATP sulphurylases, can be broken into two groups of tandem duplications (Bartel 2004; Jones-Rhoades and Bartel 2004). Each group of tandemly duplicated miRNAs has two miRNAs on the same strand and another on the opposite strand. Our previous expansion analysis indicated that seven protein-coding genes flanking both sets of tandemly duplicated miR395 genes were conserved. This suggests that an intrachromosomal duplication event occurred after the tandem duplication events, thereby conserving the orientation of the miR395 genes (Fig. 5).
Within both sets of tandem duplications, we observed a high sequence complementarity within the loop regions, providing further support that each set arose from tandem duplication events. One example of two highly conserved precursors within the miR395 family is between miR395b and miR395c. Both miRNAs are in the same orientation and have an identical precursor length of 100 nt, yet only two nucleotides within their loop regions are different.

In the other set of tandem duplications among miR395d, miR395e, and miR395f, the two miRNAs on the same strand also have a higher level of similarity in their loop region than they do with the miRNA on the opposing strand. Regardless, they all have a high level of sequence conservation, being tandem duplications of one another.

Only miR395e has an associated MPSS signature, making it difficult to draw any conclusions about potential diversification. The expression of miR395, which depends on environmental stress, increases during sulfate starvation (Bartel 2004; Jones-Rhoades and Bartel 2004). The specificity of this condition makes miR395 less likely to appear in tissue libraries tested with MPSS. According to the MPSS data, in the instance of miR395e, the tandem duplications do not appear to be transcribed as one transcriptional unit, given that the signature is located downstream of miR395e, which was not the 3’ member of the pair.

**Discussion**

The evolution of protein-coding genes arises from genome-wide duplication events, large-scale chromosomal duplication, and local rearrangements. Recent efforts in miRNA predictions provide a solid foundation for analyzing the evolution of miRNAs. By analyzing the genomic position of known miRNA families, we demonstrate that miRNAs evolve through segmental duplications and tandem duplications in the same manner as protein-coding genes.

Five of the six sets of tandemly duplicated miRNAs that we observed are in arrays or two or three miRNAs, which is in agreement with the observation that 87% of all tandemly duplicated Arabidopsis protein-coding genes occur in arrays or two or three genes (Zhang and Gaut 2003) due to shrinkage of the genome over the last 50 Myr. In addition, ~17% of all Arabidopsis protein-coding genes reside within tandemly repeated segments (Vision et al. 2000), which is slightly lower than that of miRNAs at 25%.

For large-scale duplications, we observed a higher rate of intrafamily duplicated blocks than we did for randomly selected locations or for miRNAs from different families. In addition to seeing a higher rate of apparent duplicated blocks surrounding miRNAs from the same families, the level of conservation of the flanking proteins was generally higher within miRNA families than duplicated blocks surrounding randomly selected locations and miRNAs from different families. Two of the duplications having at least four or more conserved flanking protein-coding genes (miR159a/miR159b and miR166a/miR166b) were also found in the initial study of large-scale duplications conducted by the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (2000). This demonstrates that duplication events have caused miRNA family expansion just as they have for protein-coding genes.

A total of 39 (67%) multifamily miRNA genes were within either a tandem or large-scale duplication. We believe that miRNAs not occurring within duplicated regions are the result of older, less detectable, duplication events, rather than random insertions. The accumulation of chromosomal rearrangements over time, in addition to events such as gene loss, are some of the more well-known hindrances to detecting older duplications, and therefore may limit our findings to more recently duplicated miRNAs (~39 Myr).

Our understanding of miRNA evolution serves as a starting point for elucidating their complex regulatory roles. Expression data provide some insight into the functional divergence of duplicated miRNAs by capturing differences in specific tissue samples. We chose to use the MPSS expression data set because it can distinguish between different miRNA loci and has 17 different tissue-specific libraries for comparing expression profiles. Additional large-scale expression data sets such as ESTs or cloned libraries were too limiting to incorporate into our analysis. Only two miRNAs were captured via ESTs. The ASRP data set (Gustaf-
son et al. 2005) is highly sensitive, but fails to distinguish among family members.

The cutoff that we used to determine whether a downstream MPSS signature should be associated with a miRNA is arbitrary. Supporting our cutoff choice, we were able to observe the characteristic higher density of signatures slightly downstream, ∼400 nt, of the miRNA precursor. This observation is consistent with previous work done on public and private MPSS sets in which the majority of miRNAs had a signature within 500 nt downstream of the miRNA (Wang et al. 2004). To provide further evidence that these downstream signatures are in fact representing the miRNA transcript, we looked at ESTs. Due to the lack of Arabidopsis ESTs containing miRNAs, available ESTs from other plant species provide evidence for expression downstream of the precursor (Bonnet et al. 2004; Xie et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2005). Therefore, the downstream MPSS signatures are associated with the miRNA transcript.

Data from MPSS detect just over a third of all known miRNAs. While this number may appear low, it still provides locus-specific expression data. Many of the miRNA loci that were not captured by MPSS were also missed by a combination, if not all, of experimental methods such as cloning, 5′-RACE, and 3′-RACE. This indicates that many of these miRNA genes have low or very cell-specific expression.

Using expression data beyond validating miRNA existence is a challenging task and is limited by the sampling of the tissues at specific points in time. While presence of miRNA expression is informative, absence of expression must be interpreted cautiously. The tissues that lack expression may result from low expression levels, sensitivity, or limitations of the assay. Therefore, the expression data serve as a good starting point for understanding the expression patterns within miRNA families, but will need to be expanded on to have a true understanding of the temporal and spatial patterns of miRNA genes.

Within animal species, miRNAs are commonly found in clusters in which multiple miRNAs are transcribed at the same time in one large polycistronic unit. Consistent with this is our observation that for three tandem duplications in the Arabidopsis genome in which the miRNA is found in the same orientation, there is a single associated MPSS signature downstream of the 3′-miRNA. In these instances, the 5′-miRNA lacked a signature with a significant level of expression. An alternative explanation is simply the lack of expression of the 5′-miRNA.

Overall, we have demonstrated that plant miRNAs families are evolving through duplication events similar to those that drive the evolution of protein-coding genes, and that the duplicated copies take on new expression patterns potentially resulting in neo- and subfunctionalization. The evolutionary relationships within a miRNA family in conjunction with public data enable us to explore the subsequent functional divergence of duplicated genes and can be used for further experimental analysis of their interactions with target mRNA and resulting regulatory effects in plant development. While we have documented specific examples of divergent expression profiles following a duplication event, a more comprehensive understanding will become clear as more expression data become available within Arabidopsis. Our procedures can also be applied in other cereal species, which contain similar families to Arabidopsis, and some monocot-specific families. On a more practical note, our understanding and ability to control gene expression during plant development have the potential to improve crop yields, increase resistance to disease, and increase the adaptability of the plant to its environment. The ability to understand the evolution of plant miRNAs will enable us to understand the complexities of miRNA-based regulation.

Methods

Identification of miRNA genes

To determine the genomic locations of miRNA genes, we downloaded miRNA sequences from the miRNA Registry version 5.0 (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-bin/Rfam/mirna/), a database of published miRNAs (Griffiths-Jones 2004), and aligned them against the TIGR Arabidopsis genome version 5.0. The protein-coding genes flanking each miRNA were then extracted for our miRNA family expansion analysis.

Categorization of miRNA expansions

For this analysis, we focused on the processes of segmental and tandem duplication, using the similarity among sets of protein-coding genes as markers for regions involved in such duplications (Vision et al. 2000). To categorize apparent expansions of miRNA gene families, we looked at the physical locations of all the members of a family. Tandem duplications are characterized as multiple members occurring within the same intergenic region, or within neighboring intergenic regions.

In order to classify two miRNAs as residing within a duplicated block, their neighboring protein-coding genes must have high similarity to one another at the amino acid level. Therefore, to identify segmental duplications, we developed Perl scripts that extract 10 protein-coding genes upstream and downstream of each miRNA, or tandemly duplicated miRNAs since their flanking protein-coding genes would be the same. The protein-coding genes flanking each miRNA were aligned against a set of 29,161 Arabidopsis peptide sequences (http://www.arabidopsis.org) at the amino acid level, using BLASTP, to retrieve the best non-self matches (assuming E-value < 0.001). For each miRNA, we tallied the number of flanking protein-coding genes with a best non-self match to a protein-coding gene neighboring a miRNA from the same family (i.e., miR156a and miR156b).

Simulation of miRNA expansions

We generated a simulation to determine the random likelihood of a protein-coding gene flanking a miRNA to have a best match to a protein-coding gene neighboring a related miRNA. The simulation randomly selected two protein-coding genes as anchors, representing two related miRNAs from the same family, and then aligned the 10 flanking protein-coding genes against all Arabidopsis genes using BLASTP. It then tallied the total number of protein-coding genes from the first anchor that had a best non-self match (E-value < 0.001) with a protein-coding gene neighboring the other anchor point. We repeated this process 1000 times to recreate the frequency of observing a duplication event between two genomic regions.

Estimation of synonymous substitutions and duplication event dating

A Perl script parsed the peptide alignment, from BLASTP, for each pair of conserved flanking protein-coding genes within each miRNA duplicated region to obtain a high quality alignment. Using the protein alignment as our guide, the codons were extracted for each amino acid that was aligned between genes, excluding regions containing gaps. The level of synonymous substitution for these nucleotide sequences was calculated with codeml (Yang 1997), which uses a maximum likelihood method.
under the F3 × 4 model (Goldman and Yang 1994). The mean \( K \) value was calculated for each pair of protein-coding genes within a duplicated block and then used for determining the approximate date of divergence, \( D \), with the equation: \( D = K_{2E} \). We assumed a constant rate of synonymous substitution for dicots, \( E \), as \( 1.5 \times 10^{-8} \) substitutions/synonymous site/year (Koch et al. 2000).

**Expression analysis**

We obtained MPSS signatures from the Delaware Biotechnology Institute (http://mpss.udel.edu/at/). All of the MPSS signatures were loaded into a custom MySQL database designed for this task. The intergenic region downstream of each miRNA was extracted and then scanned for dpn-II restriction sites, used by the MPSS technology. For each dpn-II site, the 20-mer signature was extracted and queried against our database to filter out all signatures lacking reliability, uniqueness, or a significant expression level. Each signature is grouped into a class indicating the signature position relative to the genome annotation. Only class 4 signatures, indicating transcript expression within an intergenic region, were extracted. We associated the first downstream signature meeting these criteria with the miRNA.
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